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An Enhanced Visualization Process Model
for Incremental Visualization
Hans-Jörg Schulz, Marco Angelini, Giuseppe Santucci, and Heidrun Schumann
Abstract—With today’s technical possibilities, a stable visualization scenario can no longer be assumed as a matter of course,
as underlying data and targeted display setup are much more in flux than in traditional scenarios. Incremental visualization
approaches are a means to address this challenge, as they permit the user to interact with, steer, and change the visualization
at intermediate time points and not just after it has been completed. In this paper, we put forward a model for incremental
visualizations that is based on the established Data State Reference Model, but extends it in ways to also represent partitioned
data and visualization operators to facilitate intermediate visualization updates. In combination, partitioned data and operators
can be used independently and in combination to strike tailored compromises between output quality, shown data quantity, and
responsiveness—i.e., frame rates. We showcase the new expressive power of this model by discussing the opportunities and
challenges of incremental visualization in general and its usage in a real world scenario in particular.
Index Terms—Visualization pipeline, data state reference model, progressive visualization, proactive visualization.
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I NTRODUCTION

In its most common form, the visualization process
follows a pipeline of operators. These operators can be
adjusted—e.g., exchanged or reparametrized—before
or after being applied to the data, but not while they
are used to generate the visualization. This monolithic form of visualization works well for traditional
visualization scenarios, in which input and output
constraints to the visualization remain stable. For
example, it is suited in cases where the input data
is static and available in full and where the display
setup for which the visualization is generated stays
fixed.
Yet with today’s technical possibilities, such a stable
scenario can no longer be assumed as a matter of
course, as these constraints are much more in flux and
harder to pinpoint for the duration of the visualization
process. To stick with the examples of input data
and display setup, the input may be streaming data
of continuously changing quantity and quality, and
the display setup can be flexibly changed during
the process as displays become ubiquitous. For such
unstable scenarios, monolithic visualization fails to
address their specific needs. In the case of an infinite
data stream, adjusting the visualization pipeline cannot be done after the visualization is completed, as it
never will be. This calls for an incremental visualization
process [1] instead, which permits the user to change
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and interact with a visualization at intermediate time
points and not just after it has been completed.
While incremental visualization solutions are increasingly being developed and used these days, the
same cannot be said for the modeling of the incremental visualization process. Existing visualization models, such as the data state reference model (DSRM) [2]
or the visualization pipeline [3], [4] date back to the
1990’s and are still in use as formal underpinnings
for dataflow-oriented visualization software, such as
AVS [5] and VTK [6]. For incremental visualization,
such a model is still needed in order to capture its
particular opportunities and challenges.
With this paper, which builds upon ideas first presented as a poster at IEEE VIS ’14 [7], we address
this need by taking a first step towards a visualization
model that is able to capture the intricacies of incremental visualization. We do so specifically by extending the DSRM, so that we are able to model traditional
monolithic and more recent incremental visualization
processes alike. This is achieved by replacing selected
monolithic visualization operators with subdivided
operators yielding intermediate results and monolithic datasets with streams of data chunks, or both.
We then use the new expressive power of this
model to highlight the opportunities and challenges
particular to incremental visualization. One of these
opportunities is, for example, that through an appropriate user interface, incremental visualization allows a user to view and interact with early “draft
visualizations” that may still miss parts of the data
(e.g., showing just a few first samples) or that may
still miss visualization layers (e.g., showing just data
points but no labels yet) or both. This does not only
support a quick readjustment of inadequate visualizations without having to wait for the visualization to
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be rendered in full, but the intermediate visualization
also facilitates a better understanding of how the final
visual representation came about.
Among the challenges of incremental visualization
is that it is more complex to set up (e.g., deciding
when, how, and from where to gather the intermediate visualization results) and to steer (e.g., deciding when has the user seen “enough” to draw a
conclusion from the visualization). Hence appropriate
user interfaces are needed that support these tasks.
We demonstrate such a UI in the context of our
application scenario. This scenario entails a data analysis application in which the input data is chunked
and streamed to provide the user with a responsive
interactive visualization system for fluid interaction [8].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 will further detail and define the
notion of incremental visualization, relate it to existing approaches, and outline the challenges it entails.
In Section 3, we propose our model for describing
incremental visualization scenarios in a more general
and abstract way. Considerations for using this model
are reviewed in Section 4 and then exemplified for
the concrete use case in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper by summarizing the key points
of the proposed model for incremental visualization.

2

I NCREMENTAL V ISUALIZATION

This section sets out to further discuss and assess
the concept of incremental visualization. This is done
from three angles. First, we define the principal ways
in which visualizations can be turned into incremental
visualizations—i.e., by subdividing the visualization
operators and/or chunking the data. Then we relate
these principal ways to a number of existing visualization scenarios from the literature considering their
differences and commonalities. Finally, we highlight
some of the challenges arising from the notion of
incremental visualization.
2.1

Background and Definitions

For the remainder of this paper, we utilize the
state/operator model of the visualization process [2], [9].
We do so without loss of generality, as it has been
shown by Chi [10] that the state/operator model has
the same expressiveness as dataflow-oriented models,
commonly known as visualization pipelines [3], [11].
Data chunks: We define that a dataset of size n (i.e.,
containing n data items) is given in i data chunks with
1 ≤ i ≤ n. i = 1 denotes the traditional visualization
of the whole dataset in one pass. i = n denotes a
stream of individual data items.
Processing steps of a subdivided operator: We
define that a visualization operator consisting of m
processing operations is given in j processing steps with
1 ≤ j ≤ m. j = 1 denotes the traditional way of
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generating the visualization in one monolithic procedure and j = m steps denote its most fine-grained
modularization into individual processing operations.
Increasing both, the granularity of the data chunks
and the granularity of the processing steps, was suggested early on in visualization research [12]. Since
then it has been used, for example, to facilitate parallel
architectures through chunking the data and subdividing the visualization process in order to run them
concurrently [13]. For many visualization scenarios,
the chunking of data and the subdivision of visualization operators are independent of each other.
Incremental visualization: Based on this model of
chunked data and subdivided operators, we define
incremental visualization as an iteratively refining visualization process that adds or updates visualization
details in a stepwise effort to complete a dataset’s
visual representation. In this context, completeness is
understood with respect to the dataset and to its
processing—i.e., the visualization is complete when
all i data chunks have been processed by all j processing steps. Once completeness is achieved, the
visualization process terminates. When completeness
cannot be achieved (e.g., infinite streaming data or
non-converging computations), the process can also
terminate when it is guaranteed that none of the
remaining unprocessed data and none of the remaining iterative processing steps would visibly change
the outcome any further—i.e., the visualization is
sufficiently stable. If stability cannot be achieved, incremental visualization becomes an infinite loop that
continuously modifies the visual representation.
Such an iteratively refining visualization provides
the user with a preliminary visualization result after
each iteration as intermediary stages. This is not a
mere one-way-street, as it gives the user a visual
output with which to interact while the final output is
still being generated. By doing so, the user effectively
sends early feedback to the visualization process that
can adjust input data and/or processing parameters
at intermediary stages. These adjustments can be the
specification of regions of interest within the (streaming) data space or the reparametrization of processing
steps. This general notion of incremental visualization
does not only relate to a number of existing visualization approaches, but the interaction throughout the
visualization process—i.e., the steering of this very
process—leads to novel challenges.
2.2 Related Work
Going through the literature, it appears that a number
of seemingly disjoint visualization approaches can be
understood as incremental visualization. These approaches can be fundamental visualization architectures or specific visualization solutions, as well. The
following gives a few examples for both and discusses
thereafter, in which ways incremental visualization
differs from them.
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2.2.1 Fundamental Visualization Architectures
Out-of-core visualization [14], [15] is used when the
size of the dataset to be visualized exceeds the available memory space. In order to nevertheless generate
a visualization, the dataset is partitioned into smaller
chunks, which are then sequentially passed through
the visualization process to reduce its memory footprint. This idea of processing chunked data instead
of the whole dataset can be traced back as far as
1993 [16]. It thus works in the same spirit as the data
chunking in our concept of incremental visualization.
Progressive visualization aims to continuously
show visual updates even through long-running data
transmission [17], data loading [18], and rendering
procedures [19] for whose completion one would
otherwise have to wait. It aims to produce and show
partial, yet meaningful results from running processes. This architectural paradigm makes use of data
chunking—e.g., chunking and reordering the data to
be transmitted, or sampling the data to be rendered
into chunks of increasing size. A similar notion is
progressive visual analytics, which provides partial results from long-running analysis operations [20]. The
partial results are generated by a recursive algorithm,
whose recursion steps map to a subdivision of the
process. In both cases, the chunking of data and the
subdivision of the process, progressive visualization
can be mapped to incremental visualization.
Parallel visualization [21], [22], [23] is used to distribute the visualization process across multiple processing units and to run it concurrently. Parallelism
can be achieved (among other options) by chunking
and distributing the data (data parallelism) and/or by
subdividing and distributing the visualization process (pipeline parallelism) [13], [23]. Additional caching
mechanisms [24] and scheduling mechanisms [25] can
further enhance the parallel execution by allowing
for reusing stored results from previous computations
and omitting unnecessary computations, respectively.
It is thus closely related to our concept of incremental
visualization, which additionally supports ongoing
interaction throughout the visualization process.
Computational steering is the “interactive control
over a computational process during execution” [26].
This control is usually facilitated by a visualization
of the progress or an intermediary outcome of the
computation with which the user can interact. The
information about the running process is extracted
and displayed at so called checkpoints, breakpoints,
or sync points during the computation. These points
along the running process can be either predefined or
interactively set by the user. As they clearly subdivide
the computational process, this corresponds to forming processing steps in an incremental visualization.
2.2.2 Specific Visualization Solutions
Streaming data visualization [27], [28] is used mainly
for transient dynamic datasets that are continuously
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generated and possibly infinite. Such data is generated, for example, in the form of news feeds or
sensor data. Apart from that, it is also employed
for transmitting large but finite datasets across slow
network connections. In both cases, the data comes as
a sequence of smaller chunks and is processed as such.
Hence, this scenario matches the idea of partitioned
data in our incremental visualization concept.
Layered visualization [29] is a concept borrowed
from the field of geographic information systems
(GIS) where cartographic representations are assembled from independent layers showing different aspects of a map—rivers, streets, buildings, vegetation,
etc. This can be applied to visualization as well,
where we can likewise define independent layers,
such as the actual data layer showing the data items,
a reference layer showing coordinate axes and color
legend, an annotation layer showing labels, etc. Each of
these layers can be generated individually and shown
independently, building up the visualization layer by
layer and thus effectively subdividing the visualization process in the sense of incremental visualization.
Online dynamic graph drawing [30], [31] is applied
to time-varying network-structured data, which is not
yet known in full at the time of its layout. It stands
in contrast to the typical dynamic graph drawing
approaches for which information about the entirety
of the dataset is already known a priori—for example,
the complete nodeset and edgeset over all time points
(supergraph, union graph). As the data is dealt with
in an incremental fashion, it maps directly to the
stepwise procedure that forms the essence of our
concept of incremental visualization.
2.2.3 Putting Incremental Visualization in Context
The approaches discussed above have in common that
they are reactive or problem-driven. By this, we mean
that they are either motivated by the demands of
the input data—known to be too large for the memory (cf. out-of-core visualization) or for the network
connection (cf. streaming data), or even of unknown
size (cf. online dynamic graph drawing). Or they are
motivated by unacceptably long runtimes of highend visualization techniques leading to sophisticated
interruption techniques (cf. computational steering),
to concurrency mechanisms (cf. parallel visualization,
layered visualization), or to subdivision strategies (cf.
progressive visualization).
In contrast to that, we suggest a proactive perspective on incremental visualization that is outputdriven—i.e., driven by its potential for the user rather
than by the requirements of data size or processing
times. This means that we propose incremental visualization as a highly flexible process that can and
often should be applied even when it would not
be necessary from a data or runtime point of view.
Anyone who ever watched a force-based network
layout unfold step by step knows that observing
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the construction of a visualization “live” is a powerful visual feedback that instills confidence in the
visualization result. Recent research shows that such
iterative refinement can speed up data exploration by
allowing for interaction with unfinished visualization
stages [32], [33], unlike any progress bar.
Yet, its benefits go well beyond the mere speed-up
of producing the first preview and delivering a nice
animation of the visualization process. For example,
the chunking and reordering of the data according
to the user’s wishes also allows for a reprioritization of what shall be shown first. This mechanism
can be utilized for a “tour through the data”, as it
was already envisioned by Rosenbaum et al. [17] for
progressive visualization. Such a tour could be used
for a configurable, stepwise build-up of information
that would convey a sequential order in the data and
automatically draw attention to the data items drawn
first. It is output-driven in the sense, as it computes
a chunking and ordering of the dataset that reflects
what a user is interested in seeing first (analysis
scenario) or showing first (presentation scenario).
The incremental visualization process model proposed in this paper, thus not only aims to provide
a generalized conceptual foundation for the diverse
approaches listed above by incorporating chunking of
data and subdivision of operators alike. It also aims to
capture such proactive approaches by making process
information like different metrics explicit, which in
turn helps the user to make informed changes to the
process and its parameters. It is thus not the focus of
our incremental visualization process model or this
paper to discuss or to introduce particular approaches
for subdivision on a technical level, as multiple such
approaches already exist—for example, incremental
querying [34], [35] or database sampling [36], [37]. Instead, we abstract from these issues that present
research fields in their own right by modeling the
generic parameters connected to such subdivision
mechanisms and allowing to instantiate them with
any particular mechanism. The challenges resulting
from our generic view on incremental visualization
are outlined in the following section.
2.3 Incremental Visualization Challenges
For concrete scenarios of incremental visualization,
like the ones given in the previous section, design
decisions are often already narrowed down by the
setup of the scenario or by commonly known experiences with such scenarios. Yet when considering
incremental visualization as a generic concept, which
permits a user to facilitate any of the possible subdivision scenarios, one needs to address the challenges
of authoring and using such a flexible approach.
When authoring incremental visualizations, the
author has to decide on the necessary chunking of
data and subdivision of operators. The simplest scenario is to have no chunking for both (i = 1, j = 1)
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and thus a traditional monolithic visualization. Then
there are the two cases of either chunking the data
(i > 1, j = 1) or subdividing the operators (i = 1, j >
1). We call the first case the quality-first strategy, as
it rather trades the amount of the shown data (i.e.,
only a few chunks instead of the full dataset) than
the image quality of the result, as the visualization
process is still carried out in full. Likewise, we call
the second case the quantity-first strategy, as it rather
makes concessions to the quality of the output visualization (i.e., a quick and dirty preview instead of
a full-fledged high-res result) than to show anything
short of the full dataset. Yet the most interesting case
is certainly the combination of these two strategies to
produce a custom visualization compromise. While
this allows for negotiating and tailoring the design
decisions for every visualization problem anew, it also
requires extra consideration for which currently no
precedence exists. A more detailed discussion of the
considerations that go along with these subdivision
strategies will be given in Section 4.
When using incremental visualizations, the user
has to be aware that he or she is seeing and interacting
with an unfinished visualization. It is thus important for the user to be able to judge the reliability
of the shown intermediate results—data-wise (i.e.,
how much of the full dataset is already shown) and
process-wise (e.g., how many layers of the visualization are already shown). If the user interacts with
an incremental visualization too early, the interaction
has a high likelihood of being inappropriate or not
targeted well enough. Yet if it is done too late, the
user wasted valuable time waiting for further changes
to the visualization that did not occur. Since this cannot be determined simply from looking at a current
visualization state, the incremental visualization must
provide meaningful and sufficient information about
the progress of the process.
These principal challenges are rarely described, let
alone addressed in the related work. The reason could
be, that the different scenarios subsumed by our incremental visualization concept have so far been considered in isolation. As a framework and joint nomenclature for discussing these principal challenges and
possible solution strategies for them, we introduce an
extension of the DSRM to incremental visualization.

3

A N I NCREMENTAL V ISUALIZATION P RO M ODEL

CESS

While the definition of incremental visualization in
Section 2.1 gives an understanding of what we mean
by this term, this section models incremental visualization in a manner that allows capturing its particularities that go beyond traditional monolithic visualization. Section 3.1 thus starts from an established
process model for this traditional case and enhance it
where necessary for using it in the incremental case.
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We then discuss further considerations that govern
the specifics of data chunking in Section 3.2 and the
particularities of operator subdivision in Section 3.3,
before bringing them together in Section 3.4.
3.1 Extending the Data State Reference Model for
Incremental Visualization
A visualization pipeline models the visualization process by encapsulating algorithmic steps in operators
that are usually depicted as rectangular nodes. The
passing of data between these algorithmic steps is
modeled through transitions that connect the nodes in
the form of directed edges. Each operator is responsible for transforming data from one data state into
another. These states are commonly termed: incoming
(raw) data, derived data, geometry data, and image data.
The transformatory processes between them are usually called filtering (incoming data ⇒ derived data),
mapping (derived data ⇒ geometry data), and rendering (geometry data ⇒ image data). This base model is
extended by the DSRM to also permit operators that
do not only transform between data states, but also
operate within a data state.
We extend the DSRM, so that its original form
becomes a subset of the extended DSRM. It is thus
able to model traditional monolithic visualization and
more recent incremental visualization approaches.
Hence, our model consists also of operators and transitions between them for passing the data. In addition,
we explicitly model the sources (i.e., datasets) and the
sinks (i.e., resulting views) in our model (Figure 1a),
as it is not only common nowadays that multiple data
sources are visualized in multiple views, but also that
these data sources are heterogeneous—e.g., some of
them are available in full, whereas others are available
as a stream of data chunks. With this addition to the
model, these sources can be clearly represented and
distinguished. Operators and transitions are further
enhanced to model their subdivision.
Enhanced operators model the subdivision of the
visualization process. They are represented through
a number of white to black marks at the bottom of
an operator node. Each of these marks symbolizes
an (intermediate) result: the black mark represents
the complete result, the gray marks represent partial
results, and the white mark represents the possibility
to simply pass the unchanged input as an output,
effectively making the operator optional. A traditional
monolithic operator is thus depicted as a node with a
black mark—or if it is optional, a white and a black
mark. Whereas an incremental visualization operator
is shown as a node with additional gray marks. The
different kinds of nodes according to how they are
marked are listed in Figure 1b. The number of the gray
marks can either denote the number of partial results
produced, or it can simply be used in a metaphorical
way to denote that partial results are available independent of their number.
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b
D

V

Data Source

Resulting View
(Data Sink)

OP
Required Monolithic
Operator

c
OP
Full Data Flow

Sequential
Data Flow

d
S

S

Sequencing the Full Sequencing a Given
Sequence to Yield a
Data into a Data
Finer Sequence
Sequence

e
B

B

Buffering a Sequence Buffering a Given
to Yield the Full Data Sequence to Yield a
Coarser Sequence

Optional Monolithic
Operator

OP
Required Operator
with Intermediate
Results

OP
Optional Operator
with Intermediate
Results

Fig. 1. Our extended model of the visualization process adds explicit data sources and data views (a),
operators that make intermediate results available (b),
sequential data flow (c), as well as sequencing and
buffering mechanisms (d+e).

Executing such a subdivided operator simply
means that it returns a series of results—first a result
identical to the input if the operator is optional, then
partial results of increasing quality, until finally the
complete result is produced. Each produced result
(identity, partial result, complete result) must be a
valid input to all operators that follow immediately
after. This entails, for example, that a transformatory
operator that processes data from one state and outputs data from another state can never be optional.
It must process at least part of the data to serve a
valid input to the next operator that expects data
from a different state—e.g., geometry data instead of
derived data. How many partial results can be produced is operator-dependent, as different operators
permit access to different intermediate stages—e.g.,
iterations/recursions steps or levels of approximation.
How many partial results should be produced is userdependent, as different tasks require different update
rates as the resulting view is stepwise refined. This
means that it may not be sensible to show every
possible partial result, but maybe only every k th result
or to update the view only when a partial result differs
at least by a given ∆ from the previously shown one.
Enhanced transitions model the chunked data being passed among operators. They are represented
through a number of marks that cut across the connector line. These marks denote the data flow to be
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a stream of data chunks, as opposed to passing the
full dataset at once, which is denoted by an unmarked
connector (Figure 1c). In this case, we use the distance
between the marks along the connector line as a visual
cue to denote different sizes of the data chunks—i.e.,
the smaller the space between consecutive marks, the
smaller the chunk size. A stream of chunked data can
originate natively from a data source that delivers its
contents in this manner or from an incremental visualization operator that sends its output in the form of
subsequent versions of increasing completeness. It can
also be generated by transforming a full dataset into
a stream of data chunks or simply larger data chunks
into smaller ones by sequencing the data (Figure 1d).
Conversely, a sequence of data can be buffered to
yield the full dataset again or simply to produce larger
data chunks out of smaller ones (Figure 1e).
As a result of these two enhancements, subdivision and chunking are modeled independently: the
subdivision of operators is modeled by enhancing
the nodes and the chunking of data is modeled by
enhancing the edges. A full model of an incremental
visualization process can be assembled from these
independent parts very much in the same spirit as the
original DSRM does: data sources, operators, and final
views are linked with each other through connectors.
The resulting model differs only in the aspect that
it explicitly shows in which parts of the visualization
process chunking of data, subdivision of operators, or
even both are utilized. In the following two sections,
we use this base model to reason about incremental
visualization and its more intricate details of chunking
the data and/or subdividing the operators.
3.2 Chunking Data
Sequencing and buffering data are highly data type
dependent operations. Hence, we give here an abstract discussion of the different factors that influence
these operations in general and that can then be
translated to the specifics of a particular data type, as
for example a chunking of the incoming (raw) data
has different requirements than a chunking of the
image data that is to be displayed.
Sequencers chunk the incoming data and dispatch
the resulting data chunks in a sequential order. This
process can be configured via the parameters of Data
chunk size and Ordering strategy.
The Data chunk size s ∈ [1 . . . n] defines how small
to chunk the data. Since different scenarios and sometimes even different operators of the same scenario
ask for different data chunk sizes, this parameter
is rarely set to a fixed value, but can instead be
adjusted to cope with changing requirements or data
properties. Such data properties can for instance be
defined by different data levels, such as hierarchy
levels, abstraction levels, and contextual levels [38].
As a result, chunks may have different sizes—e.g.,
when chunking the data by geopolitical regions.
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The Ordering strategy defines the order in which the
chunked data is dispatched. Since the user’s interest
in the data may change, different chunks of data may
be of particular interest at different time points—e.g.,
sometimes the user may wish to see overall trends
first, whereas at other times he or she may want
to jump ahead to outliers or other features. Given
that the chunks have been partitioned in a way that
permits for quantifying their relevance with respect to
the user’s interest, they can also be ordered and thus
prioritized according to that relevance to satisfy the
user’s interest as early as possible [17], [39].
Buffers merge a number of smaller data chunks into
larger ones—either for efficacy reasons (smaller data
chunks may not constitute meaningful input for the
next operator) or for efficiency reasons (many small
data chunks might produce more computation overhead than a few larger chunks). Buffering parameters
determine when the buffer has accumulated enough
chunks to dispatch them as one larger chunk. This can
be defined, for example, through a desired Data chunk
size or a given Time interval.
The Data chunk size s ∈ [1 . . . n] ∪ [∞] sets the
threshold to an output size that must be reached
before dispatching the data chunk. Similar to the data
chunk size defined for sequencers, data properties can
be taken into account as well, in order to group the
data on particular data levels that do not necessarily
break down into partitions of equal size. For infinite
data streams or data streams of unknown length,
s = ∞. This will accumulate the incoming data
forever, output the full data up to the current chunk,
and repeat this for every incoming chunk.
The Time interval t ∈ [0 . . . ∞] sets the threshold to
include any data that arrives within the given interval
at the buffer. For t = 0, a chunk is passed on as
soon as it arrives without any accumulation, whereas
t = ∞ has the same function as described above for
the data chunk size. This parameter can be viewed
as a frame rate and is used, for example, to prevent
flicker caused by too frequent updates/redraws of the
resulting view. Note that a time interval threshold can
also be combined with a given data chunk size. These
two thresholds can either be used in conjunction
(triggering only when both are met) or in disjunction
(triggering when either of the two is met).
Sequencers and buffers with different parametrizations can further be combined to produce a wide
variety of chunking behavior. For instance, by using
the sequencer as it is, the data gets chunked into
disjoint data chunks, with the union of all data chunks
forming the entire dataset. We call these partition
chunks, as they contain only a part of the complete
data. By simply adding a buffer with s = ∞ right
after a sequencer, we can also generate data chunks
that subsume all previous data chunks, with the last
data chunk being equal to the entire dataset. We call
these revision chunks, as each chunk represents a more
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up-to-date/refined version that replaces any earlier
chunk. The partial results of increasing quality originating from a subdivided operator, as described in
the previous section, are examples of revision chunks.
Note that these two types of chunks correspond to the
chunking strategies for data identified by Mühlbacher
et al. [40]: Their “Strategy S3: Divide and Combine”
produces partition chunks, whereas their “Strategy S1:
Data Subsetting” utilizes revision chunks. Yet differently configured sequencers and buffers can also be
cascaded to yield more complex behavior. For example, it is possible to combine multiple sequencers to
realize multi-level partitioning schemes, such as first
chunking with respect to a spatial data property (e.g.,
by country) and then further chunking with respect
to a temporal data property (e.g., by year).
3.3

Subdivided Operators

Operators that potentially lend themselves to subdivision are those that produce the final outcome in multiple stages or over a number of iteration/recursion
steps. Both of these possibilities tie in with the
two prevalent strategies for subdividing operators, as
identified by Mühlbacher et al. [40]: Their “Strategy
S2: Complexity Selection” applies different algorithms
of increasing accuracy to yield intermediate results
in stages until the exact computation is finished.
Whereas their “Strategy S4: Dependent Subdivision”
iteratively/recursively applies the same algorithm and
outputs the intermediate results at each step. For the
sake of clarity, we focus our discussions mainly on
Strategy S4, but we show in the use case that our
model applies to Strategy S2 in the very same manner.
In principal, an operator’s subdivision has two
aspects: the input side that configures the operator’s
subdivision via appropriate parameters (e.g., how
many and/or how often intermediate results should
be generated), as well as the output side that derives
metrics about the quality and completeness of the
(partial) results. We denote parameters and metrics in
our graphical notation as triangles oriented towards
or away from the operator, respectively (Figure 2).
The metrics are essential for various purposes, such
as making the user aware of the performance of an
operator (e.g., how much longer until the final result is
produced?), allowing her or him to better understand
the process behavior (e.g., is it converging or stabilizing?), as well as to judge the trustworthiness of the
outcome (e.g., how representative is the current result
of the overall result?). On top of communicating the
metrics to the user, they can also be used to steer the
process internally by using them as input parameters
for the same or other operators—for example, using
an error metric for step size control.
While the choice of suitable metrics depends on the
actual use case, some metrics are quite general and
useful in a broad range of applications. Specifically,

a

P1

P2
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b

M1

M2

OP

OP

Operator with Parameters

Operator with Metrics

Fig. 2. Our graphical notation for operators with parameters (triangles pointing towards the operators) and
metrics (triangles pointing away from the operators).
we determine three families of metrics to be of particular use for controlling and driving the process:
• for individual data chunks, quality metrics can be
used to assess the quality of an element traveling
the pipeline [41] (e.g., number of processing steps
this data has already passed through);
• for two subsequent data chunks, delta metrics can
be computed at data level and at view level to
measure the difference between them;
• for the entirety of all data chunks having been
processed so far, error metrics can be used to
estimate the error of the current partial result as
compared to the exact result (e.g., convergence
of an iterative algorithm, error introduced by
numerical approximations).
These metrics may and should be used in conjunction.
For example, an output of high visual quality (i.e.,
a fully processed, polished high-res visualization) is
meaningless if its error is too high, because the data
subset it shows is too small to be representative. The
same holds true for the opposite case of an accurate
output (i.e., no error as it shows all the data) of
extremely low visual quality that is unreadable for
all practical purposes.
3.4 Combining Chunked Data and Subdivided
Operators
There are two principal cases for such a combination,
which can then be combined to form more complex
scenarios: either the data chunking is performed before or after a subdivided operator is applied. In the
following, we assume that the data chunking produces i chunks and the subdivided operator produces
j (partial) results and thus j chunks.
In the case where the chunking is performed prior
to the subdivided operator, the operator has different
options of how to deal with the sequence of chunks
that constitutes its input. These options can be modeled using a sliding window metaphor that assumes
the parameter Mem as its window size. This parameter
can take three principal values:
1) Mem = 1: the operator processes one chunk at
the time and outputs at most j revisions for this
one chunk before the next chunk arrives and the
operator starts to process it instead;
2) Mem > 1: the operator considers a sequence
of Mem consecutive chunks as input and also
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outputs its j revisions for blocks of Mem chunks.
This is used for operators requiring a minimal
input size that is larger than the average chunk
size, e.g., to guarantee statistical significance;
3) Mem = ∞: the operator uses all incoming
chunks as an input. As a new chunk arrives, it is
added to all the previous chunks and the output
of the j revisions is updated accordingly.
The number of resulting chunks is at most i × j in the
cases of Mem ∈ {1, ∞}, assuming that the operator
computes all j stages before the next chunk arrives.
In the second case, a subdivided operator is executed before the data is chunked. The number of
resulting chunks is at most j × i, assuming that each
intermediate result is fully sequenced into i chunks
before the next intermediate result arrives. Note that
in the same way as sequencers and subdivided operators multiply the number of chunks, buffers divide
it and monolithic operators leave it unchanged.
To steer whether an operator is to be terminated
early upon the arrival of a new data chunk (quantityfirst strategy) or gets to finish the current chunk
(quality-first strategy), we suggest to add a parameter
called Quality to subdivided operators. Quality can
be defined in terms of an operator’s input by specifying how many new chunks have to arrive before a
running refinement of the current result is aborted to
take into account this new set of data chunks. Likewise, it can also be defined in terms of an operator’s
output by specifying how good the result must be at
least (e.g., as measured by a quality or delta metric)
before the operator can be interrupted with new data
chunks. Using the input-oriented quality definition, a
Quality = 1 would mean that the operator pursues a
pure quantity-first strategy that restarts the operator
as soon as a single new data chunk becomes available.
This would push as much data through the pipeline
as possible, regardless of the quality of the output.
If Quality = ∞, the operator would pursue a pure
quality-first strategy that lets the operator run through
all j processing steps until the final result is produced,
before restarting it for any new data that has arrived
in the meantime. Any value in between denotes a
compromise between these two extremes. Note that
input-oriented and output-oriented Quality definitions can also be used in conjunction to formulate
more complex prioritization strategies.

4 C ONSIDERATIONS
E XTENDED M ODEL

FOR

A PPLYING

THE

This section highlights strategies for working with
the presented model. For this, we revisit the two
challenges introduced in Section 2.3: the authoring of
incremental visualizations through modeling the visualization process and the use of incremental visualization
through steering the modeled visualization process at
runtime—both at a conceptual and at a practical level.

4.1

8

Authoring Incremental Visualizations

At design time, the most critical question is to decide
whether to chunk the data, to subdivide the operators,
or both. This issue can be discussed from three different angles: from an input perspective, from an output
perspective, and from a processing perspective.
The input perspective is basically what we have
termed the reactive view on incremental visualization
in Section 2.2. It subsumes considerations, such as:
• If the dataset does not fit the memory, it speaks
for chunking the data.
• If the dataset is highly structured, it speaks
against chunking the data.
• If the runtime to produce the desired output is
rather long, it speaks for subdividing the longrunning operator.
• If a long-running operator produces merely an
optional embellishment and can easily be left out,
it speaks against subdividing this operator.
Note that these are only a few examples of such considerations and each application scenario will require
its own considerations from the input perspective.
The output perspective is in line with our proactive
view on incremental visualization. It basically aims
to identify the requirements of the output of the
incremental visualization, rather than of the input.
These requirements can be split in the two aforementioned strategies of quality-first and quantity-first.
These can either be mapped onto the prioritization
parameter Quality, or they can be “hardwired” into
the pipeline with quality-first being realized through
a data chunking, so that at least part of the data
can be rendered in full as early as possible. Whereas
quantity-first would be realized as a subdivision of
the operators, so that the entirety of the data can be
shown in some preliminary way as early as possible.
The processing perspective aims to streamline technical parameters, such as minimizing the number of
data chunks, as each chunk may carry substantial data
overhead or lead to a runtime overhead [29].
Once this decision has been made, it requires a
number of practical considerations to realize the chosen subdivision in an implementation. For this, we
suggest a multi-threaded software architecture that
mirrors the process model with one asynchronous
worker thread per operator. These threads have access
to a priority queue of data chunks to work on. This
setup is sketched in Figure 3. It generalizes similar
architectural approaches, such as PIVE [32] that relies
on two threads for the whole process.
In our setup from Figure 3, a thread basically works
on a data chunk in an internal processing loop (c)
that carries out refinement operations in an iterative
fashion until the result matches a given break condition. In case this break condition is a delta value,
the thread stops if two subsequent iteration steps
only change the outcome by less than the given delta
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Operator 3
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Thread 2
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Thread 1

(d)

Worker
Thread 3
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Fig. 3. Architecture using priority queues and asynchronous threads to realize our conceptual model.
Incoming data chunks are added to the queue (a)
and retrieved by the worker thread when idle (b). The
worker thread computes better solutions in an internal
loop (c) until a good enough result according to a
given break condition is generated and passed on to
subsequent threads (d). If the result is not yet good
enough to be a final result, it is again added to the
queue for further processing (e). Different shades of
gray denote how close the queued data chunks are
to the final result. These correspond directly to the
marks at the bottom of the enhanced operators: white
= unprocessed input chunk, gray = intermediate result,
black = final result. As final results are not queued-up
again, no queue contains a black data chunk.
value—i.e., the solution has become sufficiently stable
with respect to that value to serve as an intermediate
result and thus to be passed to the threads of the
next operators in the pipeline (d). If the resulting
data chunk does not yet fulfill a final condition—
i.e., it is not yet stable enough to be considered the
final result—it is again added to the job queue to
be worked on further (e). This way, we can vary
three parameters for each thread: the size of the data
chunks, the prioritization of the data chunks in the
queue, and the break condition—e.g., the delta value.
These three parameters can be used to express the
various ways of chunking:
The size of the data chunks directly expresses the
amount of data chunking—i.e., data chunks of the
size of the whole dataset correspond to no chunking
and data chunks of the size of singular data items
correspond to maximal chunking.
The prioritization strategy of the queue directly
mirrors the processing strategy—e.g., in Figure 3, the
first queue is prioritized by a quantity-first strategy
that puts newly incoming and yet unprocessed data
(white cells) at the top of the list, whereas the second
queue uses a quality-first strategy that aims to finalize
intermediate results (gray cells) first before starting
on new data chunks (white cells), and finally the
third queue uses a simple, unordered first-in/first-out
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strategy without any prioritization. It can thus be used
to reflect the Quality parameter set for each operator.
The break condition can be used to steer the degree
of operator subdivision—i.e., if the delta value is set to
0 only stable and thus final results will be produced
and the operator is effectively not chunked. Yet the
larger the delta value is, the more intermediate results
are produced as good enough approximations.
4.2 Using Incremental Visualization
Incremental visualization like any other visualization
is first configured, then run, and finally interactively
observed by a user. Depending on which of these three
aspects the particular focus lies, we distinguish three
scenarios of increasing user involvement.
Inspecting the visualization process focuses on
running&observing the visualization as it unfolds on
the screen. This scenario is all about witnessing the visualization process, in the sense that the observer gets
to see step-by-step how the final visualization came
about. It is not only common in the field of network
visualization where iteratively refined layouts are
subsequently displayed to illustrate the “untangling”
of the graph, but, for example, also for animating
(pre-)processing steps, such as clustering or sampling
the data. Overall, it serves to better understand the
visualization process and thus to be more confident
that the visualization truthfully shows the data.
Tailoring the visualization process focuses on configuring&running the visualization in a way that conforms closely to the user’s needs. This scenario is all
about making sure that the visualization process is
aligned with the goals of the user, in the sense that
the visualization author carefully prioritizes what to
process in which order. Prioritization relates here to
data (i.e., chunk the data and order the chunks by
decreasing importance) as well as to operators (i.e.,
subdivide the operators so that visualization layers
of importance are finished first). For example, in a
monitoring scenario, data chunks that simply “confirm
the expected” can be held off until later, as they are
unimportant, but chunks of unexpected data should
immediately be taken into account and shown. By
defining what constitutes expected data, the incremental visualization can easily be tailored by the visualization author to such an unexpected-first strategy.
Interacting with the visualization process focuses
on observing&configuring the visualization according to
what has been observed. This scenario is all about interactively adjusting the visualization’s configuration
to tune the visualization process towards the incoming data. For example, an adjustment of the Quality
parameter can easily resolve temporary “congestions”
of the visualization pipeline, if the load of input data
chunks rises unexpectedly. In practice, we suggest to
utilize the graphical notation of our conceptual model
for providing interaction handles for the various parameters of the subdivided operators, as well as for
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the chunked data. Showing the incremental visualization process model alongside the generated view
permits to inspect and adjust process details, such as
operator metrics and parameter settings, respectively,
through a common and consistent interface. Metrics
are an important aspect of this scenario, as they
give insight into the process if no visible changes
occur in the visualization (Where is the hold-up?)
and into its trustworthiness (How much of all data is
already shown?). The information conveyed through
the metrics can prompt the user to make on-the-fly
adjustments to steer the running visualization process.
The following use case illustrates this latter scenario
of the highest degree of user involvement.

5

U SE C ASE

We applied our incremental visualization model to a
concrete visualization scenario for the NTHSA FARS
(Fatality Analysis Reporting System) dataset that covers all US car crashes between 2001 and 2009 [42].
This data is too large to be displayed in interactive
frame rates, which makes it necessary to turn it into an
incremental visualization of appropriate quality and
with a justifiable error. The process of finding the
proper configuration that fulfills these constraints is
also demonstrated in the accompanying video.
5.1

Data Description and Requirements

The FARS dataset contains each car crash’s latitude
and longitude, as well as a number of characteristic
attributes. These include the hour of the day, the
number of involved people, the number of fatalities,
the speed limit, the weekday, and the number of involved drunk people with an active role. This number
can include pedestrians, as well as drivers of cars,
trucks, motorcycles, or bicycles. In this scenario, it
was chosen to explore the dataset by generating a
density map representing the crashes that are similar
to a chosen reference crash, i.e., showing the 5%
most similar crashes. The similarity is computed using
the Euclidean distance on a subset of normalized
crash attributes. These crash attributes can be set by
interacting with six sliders, which then issues a query
for crashes with very similar attributes and plots them
on a density map. A possible visualization pipeline
realizing this procedure is modeled by the schema
shown in Figure 4. Each time the user changes a query
value through the sliders, the visualization pipeline
starts a similarity search, produces a scatterplot of the
resulting crashes, and computes a density map using
a nonlinear mapping that optimizes the number of
pixels that are assigned to each color.
However, the dataset contains more than 370,000
fatal crashes and processing them across the whole
pipeline requires a processing time P T of about 4
seconds on an Intel i7 quad-core processor. This delay
hampers a fluid exploration: each time the user moves
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Fig. 4. Monolithic visualization pipeline for the crash
similarity scenario.
a slider, he or she has to wait about 4 seconds before
the result can be explored or the slider can be further
adjusted. This makes it tiresome to compare visualizations for different queries and makes the interaction
with the slider slow and unresponsive.
Hence, the designer of the system is looking for
a solution that incrementally produces the visual result at a rate of ≥ 5 frames per seconds (FPS), i.e.,
P T ≤ 0.2 seconds. With incremental visualization,
it is possible to chunk data and subdivide operators on one side, and to monitor the P T value and
the image quality of the output on the other side.
Chunking the data increases the speed inversely to
the size of the chunks—e.g., processing a chunk of
5,000 crashes takes about 0.05 seconds, allowing for
reasonably fluid interaction. However, the result being
the union of the 5% most similar data points that are
individually determined per data chunk introduces
a statistical error that is driven by the chunk size.
The bigger the chunk, the smaller the error and the
larger the P T . Yet, smaller chunks also introduce
computational overhead and present fewer data in the
first iterations.
To alleviate this problem, we can not only chunk
the data, but in addition also subdivide the process,
e.g., by introducing quicker density map algorithms
than the original nonlinear mapping to compute early
visual results. The designer of the system has now
to find a suitable tradeoff between data chunking
and process chunking that balances data quantity
(i.e., minimizing the error) and image quality (i.e.,
maximizing the faithfulness of the output), while
maintaining interactivity (i.e., keeping the visualization responsive). The following sections illustrate how
to arrive at such a well-configured tradeoff and how
to use it. This procedure follows three steps:
1. Modeling the incremental visualization
pipeline. This entails to select the model components
that capture the data and operator characteristics,
focusing on how and where to chunk them. Some
general model parameters, such as Data chunk
size and Quality can be preset to suitable default
values, while it is up to the user to correctly set
semantics-dependent parameters, such as Mem.
2. Selecting process specific metrics. This step is
about selecting metrics that are able to measure errors,
quality, and differences in a way that it supports
the user in steering the visualization process. This
selection is dependent on the input data, the user’s
goals, and on the availability of metrics from the
implementation of the involved operators.
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3. Parametrizing for a quality/quantity tradeoff.
This means to set the quality constraints and the data
chunk size so that the incremental visualization allows
for the desired interactive exploration by balancing
the speed of the interaction against the quantity and
quality of the data that is shown. This ties together
the other two steps by observing the selected metrics
and setting the model parameters accordingly.
5.2 Modeling
Pipeline

the

Incremental

Visualization

An incremental visualization pipeline that realizes the
aforementioned data chunking of the FARS dataset
and the subdivision of the density mapping operator
is shown in Figure 5. It introduces a sequencer right
at the beginning of the pipeline and each data chunk
is sent to the Similarity Search operator that
takes as parameters the characteristics of the actual
reference crash and a similarity threshold. It processes
each chunk independently (Mem = 1) and thus subsequently yields for each chunk the top 5% similar
crashes to the chosen characteristics, with the percentage set by the threshold parameter. These most similar
crashes are then sent to the Scatterplot operator
that cumulates them in a scatterplot (Mem = ∞). The
scatterplots are then sent to the Density Map operator that is subdivided by means of a “Complexity
Selection” (cf. Section 3.3). It outputs three results generated by three algorithms of increasing computation
time: a monochromatic mapping (a), a linear mapping
(b), and the nonlinear mapping (c) as the original
operator did. The monochromatic mapping is about
20% faster than the nonlinear mapping that requires
to inspect the collision distribution to compute the
color coding. In addition, it can simply pass on the
incoming scatterplot, practically omitting the operator
altogether. Chunking the data and subdividing the
process allows for speeding-up the first output of a
draft visualization using intermediate results.
Our prototype system features a UI that is tailored
for investigating and confirming the efficacy of the incremental visualization pipeline (Figure 6). It displays
the pipeline in the top-right view and selecting one of
its elements opens a window at the bottom-right that
shows its parameter settings and allows for changing
them. Whereas the middle-right view shows metrics
that measure the effects of any change.
5.3

Selecting Process-specific Metrics

The operators provide different metrics, useful to tune
and monitor the process. The Scatterplot operator
produces the quality metric Error that estimates the
percentage of incorrect data that is present in the
final result due to computing the top 5% of similar
crashes on each chunk individually and not on the
whole dataset. The inspection of this metric, allows
for evaluating the representativeness of the processed
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Fig. 5. Incremental visualization pipeline for exploring
the FARS dataset through similarity search.
data as compared to all data, looking for a tradeoff
between speed and correctness of the displayed data.
The Density Map operator computes the quality
metrics Qx (with x ∈ {a, b, c}) of the different density maps based
on the amount of processed data:
√
Qx = Cx ∗ data, where Cx is a quality coefficient
of mapping x. Moreover, with the goal of optimizing
our visualization for a certain degree of completeness
in the visual output of the Density Map, we define the
∆vis(k, k + 1) metric that compares two consecutive
visualizations k and k + 1 at pixel level:
∆vis(k, k + 1) = Σ∀n∈N

|color(dk+1,n )−color(dk,n )|
|N |

where N is the set of pixels and color(dk,n ) is the
color associated with pixel n ∈ N in visualization k.
∆vis can be used as a convergence indicator: When
it is below a given threshold, it is possible to skip the
rendering of this density plot and wait for one that
differs more from the previous one. We might even
decide to stop the overall process, assuming that the
actual visualization is representative of the final one,
as no more significant changes occurred.
In the screenshot in Figure 6, the three quality metrics of the Density Map operator are clearly visible
in the detail view by their triangles pointing away
from the operator block. The metric Qa is currently
selected, which triggers it to be plotted over the course
of the running visualization process in the middleright view. The “hold” checkboxes allow for freezing
the selected metrics across different runs to compare
their behavior for different parameter values.
5.4

Parametrizing for a Quality/Quantity Tradeoff

It is the user’s goal to produce ≥ 5 FPS while
at the same time achieving a visual quality and a
data quantity that remain representative of the whole
dataset. To do so, the user starts the system with
data chunks composed of 1,000 tuples, in order to
have a responsive system that allows for quickly
inspecting different design choices. He or she starts
inspecting the quality metrics Qx (with x ∈ {a, b, c})
of the subdivided Density Map operator, to compare monochromatic, linear, and nonlinear density
mappings. According to this strategy, the user starts
tuning the process, optimizing the speed/quality-ratio
by increasing the Quality parameter, initially set to 1
(see Figure 6). This allows the Density Map operator
to fully process each chunk. Hence, both a and c are
computed on all chunks and the highest quality is
achieved by output c. Yet at some point, the amount
of data that contributes to mapping a is greater than
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Fig. 6. Screenshot of our incremental visualization system. At the top, it shows the sliders with which to perform
the similarity search, as well as buttons for controlling the process (start, stop, pause, step-by-step, restart).
The four rearrangeable and resizable views show the visualization pipeline (top-right), the details of the selected
Density Map operator (bottom-right), the actual output visualization of the first intermediate, monochromatic
density map (left), and its quality metric Qa plotted over time (middle-right). The Quality parameter is associated
with a slider to provide a better understanding of its effect on the pipeline (a = 1, c = ∞).
the data required for mapping c and after 1.5 seconds
mapping c outperforms mapping a (see Figure 7).
As 1.5 seconds is still too high for insuring interactivity, the user explores lower values for the
Quality parameter. It appears that mapping b, in
order to produce an outcome that is comparable with
the monochromatic mapping a, requires a time that
does not allow for interactive exploration, so the user
selects the monochromatic mapping a. Having fixed
the operator subdivision, the user starts to increase
the chunk size and finds that a size of 25,000 tuples
produces close to 5 FPS. The error for this chunk size
is 0.011, meaning that the results will contain 98.9%
of correct data, which is acceptable for the purposes
of the user. Changing the sliders confirms that these
parameters are adequate for the task at hand: similarity searches can be fluently refined, as the first
intermediate result is shown almost immediately.

Fig. 7. Values of Qa and Qc metrics for two different
values of the Quality parameter.

5.5

Discussion

The above optimization of the incremental visualization parameters to fulfill all constraints happens in the
space of different subdivisions of the Density Map
operator and different chunk sizes of the data. The
space of possible combinations of the two is depicted
in Figure 8. By (re-)parametrizing the pipeline, the
user navigates this space to find a solution that fits the
criteria of quantity, quality, and interactivity. Looking
at this space of possible visualization solutions, it is
clear that data chunks with more than 29,000 tuples
(i ≤ 13 data chunks) will not produce a target frame
rate of ≥ 5 FPS. Hence, useful solutions are above
the line i = 13. Yet, too many small chunks produce
higher errors and an overhead in the total computation time. In our system, chunks of 50 tuples produce
a frame rate of about 3,000 FPS, but increase the processing time to 5.6 seconds. Moreover, slower density
map algorithms produce better outcomes but process
less data in the critical time frame of 0.2 seconds and
might be visually less effective than simpler but faster
algorithms. This is reflected by the user’s choice of
i = 15 data chunks and j = 3 processing steps.
It is noteworthy that changing parameters, like Mem
or Quality, allows getting a better understanding of
the consequences and interplay of subdivision and
chunking. They make explicit some usually hidden
implementation choices, which would normally be
very hard to tailor to one’s own use case without
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Fig. 8. Different combinations of chunking the FARS
data and subdividing the Density map operator.
Measured metrics are the Minimum Processing Time
MPT (i.e., time needed to process a single chunk), the
Error (i.e., expected percentage of incorrect data in the
visualization), and the average number of plotted data
tuples within 0.2 seconds (1 frame) TUP(0.2).
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While our generalized model gives us the necessary
terminology for specification and communication of
incremental visualization processes, it does not give
us any guidance on how to use it to produce wellformed and maybe even elegant incremental visualizations. One can see from the discussion in Section
5.5 that the space of possible data chunkings and operator subdivisions can be inherently complex—maybe
even too complex for a solely interactive exploration.
Output-oriented control heuristics and automated parameter optimization, as explored recently by Frey
et al. [19], can help to find a suitable compromise
within that space and to adapt it to changing demands. While we acknowledge these open research
questions, it has to be noted that our generalized
model with its parametrizable incremental operators
and data sequencers opened up this space of possible
subdivisions to systematic exploration in the first
place. So, we see our model as a first stepping stone
for future work in this direction by us and others.
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